
Localizing for the consumer industry
An introduction by Alpha CRC



Successful consumer goods companies (whether they are in white goods, FMCG or over-the-counter meds) localize their offerings for local mar-
kets, ensuring their products are culturally adapted and using alternative approaches to social marketing and customer experience. They’re 
also moving from centralization to localization.

The greatest benefit of localization is strategic. When well executed, localization strategies can provide a durable competitive edge for 
consumer companies globally.

|    Localized consumer experience

|    Consumer prospectus    |

Many different elements of a company’s business can be customized, separately or in combination. In consumer markets, a useful way to think about the elements is to arrange 
them into three categories: what’s being sold (“offer”), where it’s being sold (“location”), and when it’s being sold (“time”). The table provides a generic overview of this organization.

What, where, and when should we localise?

What: Offer variables Where: Location variables What: Time variables

• Branding
Store (banner names)
Product labels
   Vendor brands
   Proprietary (private brands)

• Store formats
Size and layout
Store design type

• Merchandise space and
assortment
Division
Category
Department
Classification
Attributes
   Style and flavour
   Colour
   Size
   Good/better/best range
   Pack counts
   Packaging design

• Pricing
Everyday low vs. high-low 
policies
Ranges
Points
Matching policies

• Promotions
Types

Temporary price reduction levels
In-store displays
Markdown policies
   Frequency
   Depth

• Vendor policies
Information sharing
Expense sharing
Product collaboration

• Marketing programmes
Spending levels
Media mix
Major messages

• Store service levels
Store hours
Labour quality and schedules
Delivery policies
Checkout stations
Special services (eg. delivery, repair)

• Vendor services
Direct store delivery
Replenishment and stocking
Customer education

• Operating policies
Inventory levels
Sourcing strategies
Shrink controls
Information sharing

• Consumer characteristics
Demand patterns
   Store purchase
   Area purchase
Geodemographics and attitudes
   Population density
   Age
   Income
   Marital status
   Ethnicity
   Religion
   Lifestyle segment
   Pyschographic

• Special demand drivers
School seasons
Hunting and fishing seasons
Activities and sights
   Ski resorts
   Beach towns
   Athletic teams
   Tourist attractions
   Military bases
Special events
   Cinco de Mayo
   Pioneer day
   Religious holidays
Climate zone
   Temperature
   Precipitation
   Potential weather events

• Competitor characteristics
Store saturation levels
Market share
Store locations
Store formats
Pricing levels
Promotional policies
Marketing programmes

• Our own store charateristics
Our market share
Our store locations
   Location characteristics
   Site quality ratings
Our store formats
   Sizes
   Design types (models)
   Square footage allocation
   Special fixtures and displays
   Merchandise placement zones
Stores of our sister divisions
   Locations
   Merchandise mix

• Hour

• Day

• Week

• Month

• Season

• Year
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Diagram: Vijay Vishwanath and Darrell Rigby, 
partners in Bain & Company
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Alpha CRC provides high-quality localization services to the world’s leading consumer goods companies.

With dedicated in-house teams specialising in this sector, it delivers compelling multilingual content in markets right around the globe. 

Built on its extensive industry expertise, in-country insight and digital know-how, Alpha CRC understands the changing nature of how brands 
are interacting with consumers in different local settings.

Across mature and emerging global markets, Alpha CRC understands the need for the reliable delivery of clear, compelling messages across 
every touchpoint to build brand awareness and boost sales.

|    The changing landscape of the consumer industry

In the rapidly evolving world of the consumer industry, digital transformation and the sustained growth of a global middle class continue to 
drive innovation and, of course, sales.

With a greater range of SKUs than ever before and a hugely diverse range of channels through which to buy them, brand differentiation has 
become about much more than just product and packaging.

More than ever, customers expect to “experience” a brand rather than just consume it. The most successful consumer brands are building 
multi-channel, personalized experiences that create a sense of connection and loyalty once more associated with the luxury goods sector. 

|    Localized language – fast

|    Consumer prospectus    |

“In order to be a 
great global 
company, you have 
to be a great local 
company, because 
you have to touch 
people where 
they live.” 

John C Jay, President of Global Creative, 
Uniqlo
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Localization has a crucial role to play in building these connections by delivering messaging across every touchpoint that is adapted to 
resonate with the market-specific cultures and lifestyles of target audiences. 

Global markets, local opportunities

From global powerhouses to rising stars, digital channels offer consumer brands the chance to engage with hugely diverse audiences with 
highly targeted content.

But to cut through the noise, it’s crucial to stand out from the crowd. 

To grab attention and to build customer loyalty, the leading consumer brands are investing in creating truly localized experiences that reflect 
not just the language of their different markets, but also the diversity of lifestyles and cultures they represent. 

To do that, choosing a language services provider that can provide unique local insight on a global scale is crucial to their market success.

|    Consumer prospectus    |
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|    The challenges of 21st-century consumer localization   |

|    Consumer prospectus   |

One billion new consumers An expanding middle class FMCG eCommerce

As part of an expanding global middle class, 
McKinsey predicts a billion new consumers 
spending between $10 and $100 per day in 

emerging markets, particularly in China, India
 and Indonesia1. 

Billions of new consumers now have the 
disposable income to buy a broader range 

of FMCGs, with particular growth in the Asia-
Pacific region but also across Central and 

South America.  

The exponential increase in sales of FMCG via 
eCommerce has been hastened yet further by the 
pandemic. With mobile commerce the dominant 

channel, established and emerging brands rely on fast-
paced multi-channel social media platforms to access 

key markets. 

In the age of big data, the most successful FMCG 
brands are using analytics to gain a greater insight 

into customer preferences and optimize both 
communications and product offerings accordingly.  

Driven by the insights of big data, multiple 
communication channels and more agile packaging 
and manufacturing processes, FMCG brands are able 

to offer consumers personalized experiences that 
reflect highly specific customer profiles.

In FMCG, more and more brands are leveraging the 
power of natural language processing to provide 

voice or text-based customer support platforms that 
can respond to a wide range of consumer queries 

and deliver highly personalized interactions. 

Big data and analytics Personalized experiences Chatbots and virtual assistants

The Internet of Things

The growing range of connected smart devices that 
consumers use on a daily basis provide new 

opportunities for FMCG brands to interact with 
consumers both at home and also in the physical 

store experience.

Artificial intelligence

Machine learning and artificial intelligence are 
increasingly allowing brands to make sophisticated 

recommendations to customers based on past 
purchases, consumer behaviour and wider social 

trends and economic patterns.

Sustainability

With consumers placing an ever-higher value on the 
sustainability credentials of FMCGs, brands need to 

communicate clearly and transparently to build 
long-term credibility and loyalty.

1. https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/dotcom/client_service/consumer%20packaged%20goods/pdfs/trends%20that%20will%20shape%20the%20consumer%20

To succeed across global markets in the most rapidly evolving consumer sector, FMCG demands the constant anticipation of changing economic 
and demographic trends
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|    Consumer prospectus    |

|    Why choose AlphaCRC ?   |

Market coverage Track record Specialists in FMCG

End-to-end localization across established and 
emerging markets

Experience of localizing high-volume FMCG 
products in over 80 countries

Dedicated in-house teams working exclusively 
for FMCG clients

Digital insight Social know-how Multilingual creative

Technology experts

Harmonizing with clients’ global content 
management systems and technology platforms 

to ensure a seamless localization workflow

Understanding how to adapt digital strategies 
for local markets

Adapting brand tone of voice across different 
social media channels

Transcreation and multilingual copywriting 
services for compelling content in 

every language

Agile and scalable Quality assured Omnichannel approach

Global reach and in-house capacity to scale at 
speed and adapt to changing needs

A guarantee of standards with in-house
 linguistic quality assurance (LQA) services

Delivering cohesive brand experiences across 
physical and digital channels
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|    What services does Alpha CRC provide?   |

Localization Translation Transcreation

Adapting clients’ strategies and content for 
local audiences in the most impactful way 

every time.

Clients get quality-assured translation every 
time from the team of in-house specialist 

FMCG linguists.

The transcreation team adapts marketing 
messages for specific target audiences to 

create content and slogans that always engage.

Crafting on-brand original content 
(including product descriptions) across 

multiple languages and markets.

Creating and implementing bespoke strategies 
to make the most of digital FMCG channels in 

different markets.

Driving sales through market-
specific eCommerce strategies including 

localization of payment platforms.

Project management Consultancy Linguistic and functional quality assurance

End-to-end project management ensures 
added value at every stage of the product 

lifecycle.

Account directors and consultants offer 
strategic insight on all aspects of the FMCG 

localization process.

ISO-certified quality assurance testing to 
ensure the highest standards are 

consistently met.

In-house and partner recording studios to 
bring the story to life via audio or subtitles in 

any language. 

Ensuring products and platforms are easily 
adaptable for expansion into new markets.

Audiovisual Internationalization 

Multilingual copywriting Digital marketing, social media and SEO eCommerce

Design

Creating integrated brand design solutions for 
all campaign elements including point of sale, 

web, marketing and advertising.

Legal Market research

Localizing legal requirements for user and 
license agreements to ensure compliance in 

every market

Delivering expert in-country market research 
which offers data-rich insight into the opportu-

nities and challenges in different regions.
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“Make a 
customer, 
not a sale.” 

Katherine Barchetti, Founder, K. 

Barchetti Shops 

• Takes the time to get to know you and understand your market.

• Has creative teams which immerse themselves in the culture and aspirations of each client.

• Believes in attracting and developing in-house talent.

• Builds long-term relationships with clients and grows with them.

• Leverages technology to create integrated solutions and adapt to clients’ workflows.

• Operates across time zones to deliver global campaigns.

• Uses KPIs to track and analyse our performance.

• Is open, honest and dedicated to achieving your goals.

• Goes the extra mile to make projects successful.

|    Our approach   |

Clients Alpha CRC has worked with

• Naturex
• Nestlé
• Dolce Gusto
• Nescafé
• Nestlé Nutrition (baby food)
• Special-T
• Maison Cailler
• Coca Cola
• Walkers
• L’Oréal

• Mövenpick 
• Purina
• Cailler
• Breville
• Givaudan
• Kao
• Nespresso
• Lumie
• McDonalds
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|    Consumer prospectus    |

In the FMCG sector, consumers have powerful relationships with their favourite brands. It’s critical, therefore, that any localization 
process is underpinned by a deep understanding of these values and how they are expressed.

That’s why one of the most important aspects of building long-term relationships with FMCG clients is to become fully immersed 
in their brand.

At the start of a typical FMCG localization project, Alpha CRC’s linguists complete a thorough onboarding process in which they learn how to 
use each client’s brand tone of voice, terminology and style guides. 

Project managers ensure that deadlines, quality standards and budgets always remain on track. It’s a role that requires experienced hands to 
balance competing priorities, filtering questions from linguists and acting as the client’s main point of contact for any queries.

Of course, that includes ensuring that each translation project has the right linguist and reviewer working on it. They make sure 
creative minds can focus on finding the right tagline and product translation specialists are always up to speed with the most 
appropriate terminology.

|    FMCG in translation: a linguist’s perspective

“As a linguist working FMCG, you need to be able to write really well in your target language. To do that, you have to step back from 
your translation and look at it critically.
 
You need to ask yourself some tough questions every time: Have I expressed this in the most natural way for my target audience? Have 
managed to recreate the brand tone of voice? Could I improve it? That’s where your writing skills come into play beyond literal word-
for-word translation.”

Alexandra, German language expert, Alpha CRC

|    How Alpha CRC works: full-brand immersion
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The Alpha CRC story 

Alpha CRC’s expertise in localization for the FMCG industry is built on 
its position as one of the world’s leading localization providers across 
all sectors and in all regions. 

Bringing together the best in human expertise and technological solu-
tions for more than three decades, Alpha CRC always works to create 
maximum value for its diverse range of clients – including many of the 
world’s leading B2C and B2B brands.

About Alpha CRC 

Alpha CRC offers clients the complete set of services they need to 
address worldwide markets for product, content, and media.
  
Alpha CRC employs full-time, in-house linguists and other specialist 
staff in its own offices, around the world. To support these operations, 
it uses a wide range of industry applications, which are integrated and 
extended through technology developed by Alpha CRC.

History

Founded in 1987 by Isabelle Weiss, Alpha CRC has grown to become 
one of the world’s leading translation and localization companies. 

Expanding from a single site in Cambridge, UK, to a global operation 

with 18 offices in 15 countries, the company’s fundamental ethos has 
nevertheless remained the same. From the start, Alpha CRC was built 
around a model that focuses on localization as a collaborative 
undertaking in which multidisciplinary teams of in-house specialists 
work together to solve problems, exchange ideas and create better 
client outcomes.

Get in touch

Whether you have a quick query, require a detailed discussion or just 
want to say hello, we’d love to hear from you.

Hao Yang
hyang@alphacrc.com
www.linkedin.com/company/thisisalpha-lifestyle

Global headquarters

St Andrew’s House
St Andrew’s Rd
Cambridge CB4 1DL
United Kingdom 

International offices

Brazil, Czech Republic, China,
Denmark, Estonia, France,
Germany, Greece Italy, Japan, 
Korea, Mexico, Spain, UK, USA

|    Consumer prospectus    |


